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After talking to Andrew and
Jamie for a few minutes, one
thing sets them apart from
almost any other couple
you'll meet:  these two not
only embrace change, they
love it.  Among the changes
they made this year were
getting married, quitting
their jobs, moving to a new
city, and taking a once-in-a-
lifetime honeymoon trip with
Zoom Vacations to South
Africa.  In fact, they
conducted this interview via
speakerphone from their car,
as they moved all their
belongings from Jersey City
to Philadelphia.
 

Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our
Club Zoom travel offers and promotions. 

Zoom
Announces:
Cuba for New
Years 2016!!
 
Zoom Vacations and
guests experienced Cuba
twice in recent years under
a U.S. People to People
license that allowed our
group to fly nonstop from
Miami to Havana.  For
some time now, Zoom
Vacations guests have
been asking for a follow-up
trip to Cuba.  
 

This time we wanted to do something even more
special.  So, we figured, what better time to be in Cuba
than over New Years?  Recent changes in diplomatic
relations between the U.S. and Cuba are sure to thaw
the political tension and economic sanctions that have
frozen the island in time, circa 1959.  
 
When that time comes, and it will be soon, the Cuba of
today will be forever changed.  Anyone will be able to
travel to Cuba after the change, but only a lucky few are
able to travel to Cuba legally now to experience this
unique culture under the People to People license before
Cuba is likely changed forever. 
 
Zoom Vacations Cuba New Years guests will enjoy a
beachside all inclusive resort with white sand beaches
as well as ring in 2016 at a special New Year's eve
dinner and celebration in the historic Old Havana
Cathedral Square.  New Years in the Cuba of today is a
once in a lifetime experience.  Space is limited.  So, be
part of it!
 
Read more about this trip
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Exploring Vietnam's Mekong
Delta on our private boat

Paraty, Brazil

Zoom:  What made you want
to go on Safari?
 
Andrew:  It is something I
have always wanted to do,
and since it was our
honeymoon, it was the
perfect chance to take a once
in a lifetime trip.
 
Jamie:  I just thought it
would be a great, effortless
way to enjoy our honeymoon
together in an incredible
destination.  
 
Zoom: Why did you choose
Zoom Vacations for this trip?

Andrew:  We wanted to
travel with a group, to help
make planning and
everything a lot more
smooth.
 
Jamie:  We could focus on
the fun and not worry about
the details.
 
Zoom:  What were your top
highlights from the trip?
 
Andrew:  The game drives
were definitely both of our
highlight. I also enjoyed
Devil's Pool on the Zambezi
River on the edge of Victoria
Falls.
 
Zoom:  We know Devil's pool
was scary for you because
you are scared of heights.
How did this play out in the
actual experience?
 
Andrew:  It was scary, but
how many times can one
swim at a waterfall's edge.
 Pushing yourself to do a lot
of things you normally
wouldn't do on a day-to-day
basis.
 
Jamie:  I think it helped
Andrew face his fear.
 
Zoom:  Did you have any

 
Vietnam Paving the Way for Gay
Rights in Asia
 
Starting New Year's
Day, same-sex marriages in
Vietnam can now take place,
with the country's new
marriage law, abolishing
regulations that "prohibit
marriage between people of
the same sex."  In 2013, The
Vietnamese imposed fines on
those carrying out homosexual
weddings, and this new law
abolishes those fines.  While
gay couples can now marry,
the government does not
recognize them or provide
legal protections in cases of disputes. 
 
This new law is hailed as a huge step forward in Asia.
 Vietnam is trying to attract to foreign visitors, and this
new law is certainly a big step in that direction.  The
current US ambassador to Vietnam is gay, and lives
there with his husband and son. He arrived in
December, and this too may bolster the image of what
gay people are and are not, thus increasing its
acceptance.
 
Read about Zoom's trip to Vietnam this March

Zoom Vacations
New Years in
Rio Photos
(taken by our travelers)
 
Hot, sultry and fun!
 Those are the best words
to describe our most
recent Zoom Rio New
Years and Paraty trip.  We
had a great group of guys
from various parts of the
U.S., England and

Germany, who by the end of the trip were good friends.
 The laughter and the cameraderie was nonstop.  With
sub zero temperatures gripping many parts of the
country, it's a relief to know that Rio Carnaval 2015 is
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Zoom Vacations travelers
can get an up-close view
of these famous warriors

challenges or issues during
the vacation?
 
Andrew: Yeah, fitting back
into our pants, after all the
great food we had.
 
Jamie:   I think the only real
challenge our group faced
was when hyaena's chewed
the brake cables on the plane
we were to take to Victoria
Falls, and they had to fly in
two other planes to get us
there.  It all worked out, we
made our connection, and we
had the kind of memory that
only Africa can give you.
 
Zoom:  Was being on safari
as great as you thought or
hoped it would be?
 
Andrew:  Yes, I loved it.
 
Jamie:  It is one thing to see
an animal in the zoo, but it is
another thing to get its
breakfast by digging up a
warthog.
 
Andrew:   It was also
amazing when at one point
we were surrounded by
elephants.
 
Zoom: You two are both in
the middle of some pretty
huge and exciting life
changes.  Did this trip give
you anything to think about,
or did you have any
epiphanies?
 
Andrew:  I think it really
reinforced and supported
how we have always lived
our lives.  Keep being
adventurous and keep things
exciting! Change things up a
bit.
 
Zoom:  Food is certainly a
big focus on this trip. What
did you think of the food in
South Africa? Did you have
any memorable meals?

only a month away.  As you can see from our recent
trip's pictures, there is just no better place than Rio to
get away from the cold!  
 
See the photos

Club Zoom 
If you are new to Club Zoom,
here's the scoop: you will
receive discounts and special
offers on many of your favorite
hotels, retail outlets, and
services around the country!
And the best part is, it's free! It
is simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part
of Zoom Vacations.
 
And, if you run a quality gay-friendly business, hotel,
restaurant, or service, you may be a good fit for Club
Zoom!  Contact Bryan if you are interested in being
considered. 
 
Simply click here to get a list of our partners and the
codes necessary to redeem these offers.

Incredible Discoveries in China in
2014

 Thanks to its diverse culture,
landscapes, and history, China
remains a fascinating
destination. Of course, its rich
past has left us with the well
known legacy of the Great Wall,
the Terra Cotta Warriors, and
the Forbidden City. 

 But it is becoming hard to keep
up with the new discoveries
made by Chinese Archeology
teams. Discoveries in 2014 alone span from pre-history
to the Ming Dynasty. To name a couple; researchers
have unearthed the world's oldest cheese on the bodies
of 4000-year-old mummies, and have confirmed the
structure and layout of a lost city, known as "the
Oriental Pompeii".  

 Perhaps our favorite part about bringing our travelers
to China is seeing the expressions on their faces when
they first behold the Great Wall of China or the Terra-
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Andrew: Food was amazing.
 My favorite meal was at the
private home of a Cape
Malay woman in Cape Town.
Of course, I also loved our
food and view during lunch at
the wine lands.
 
Jamie:  All of them.  My
waist size is still
remembering them.
 
Zoom:  How were the
accommodations on the trip?
 
Andrew: Nothing is ever
going to beat the safari lodge
that we enjoyed with Zoom.
 So relaxing and energizing.
 
Jamie: But also, nothing
beats waking up with Zebras
roaming freely on the
grounds in front of your
guest room, like at our
Victoria Falls hotel.
 
Zoom:  One of the great
things about going on a gay
group tour is that you get to
meet a lot of other people.
Do you feel that you made
new friends on this trip?
 
Andrew:  Yes, definitely. We
still interact with people on
Facebook, and we are
sharing photos.
 
Zoom:  Will you be traveling
with Zoom Vacations again?
If so, where?
 
Jamie:  Absolutely!  We
want to go to Peru with Zoom
next.
 
Read about Zoom Vacations'
next trip to southern Africa
this December

cotta Warriors. One can read about these icons and see
pictures, but seeing them in person will simply blow you
away.

 Zoom Vacations's trip is designed to experience some
of China's most iconic history, enjoy its Art and Culture
in each city we visit, and taste its best cuisine. Contact us
for further information.

Read More about Zoom Vacations' tour of China this
May!

Zooming with Joel
  
The End of Communism for
Cuba and China?
 
The world is changing faster
than ever.  Communism has
been reduced to a
philosophical ideology that
does not translate well to
running a government.
 These are the lessons
learned by Cuba and China.
  
Cuba is finally set to openly
embrace capitalism by welcoming more U.S. travelers to
an island that has been frozen in time for over 50 years.
 This means that U.S. citizens will be able to travel there
with more ease, use credit cards and bring back Cuban
products like hand rolled cigars and rum.  At this time
all travel to Cuba is limited to fully pre paid packages,
requiring a U.S. Department of Treasury permit and
Cuba Visa to travel there from Miami.  Cash is the only
form of payment while on the island.  Typically, only non
touristic activities are allowed.  However, a properly
designed itinerary will take you to powder white
beaches, the finest restaurants in Cuba serving locally
caught lobster, and excellent Chilean wines.  You can
also visit pop up gay bars and the most exclusive art
galleries.  Currently, one can bring back as much art
and books as desired from Cuba.  

As Cuba becomes more accessible to the United States
Cuba's old world charm may start to look more like
Miami Beach or San Juan very soon.  Luckily, you can
join Zoom Cuba for New Years and see for yourself what
it's all about before things change forever.

Likewise, China is acting more like the West than it's old
former proletarian ways.  The government ruling party
may say it is communist, but the government machinery
is very capitalistic.   China's luxury hotel offerings are
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multiplying so quickly that Zoom Vacations upgrades
hotels practically every year.  Zoom China 2015 is no
exception with the addition of the Waldorf Astoria on the
Bund, offering magnificent Shanghai Bund river and
iconic skyline views.  Also as a sign that its doors are
open to foreigners, China is making travel there easier
with visa waivers.  For instance, you can travel to 11
Chinese cities including Shanghai, Xian, Guilin and
Beijing for 72 hours or less without a China tourist visa. 

 While China is ahead of Cuba in terms of capitalistic
ventures, it will be no time at all before Cuba starts
making visible efforts at catching up with the other first
world economies.
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